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Abstract

Using detailed household-level data from the Survey of Income and Program Par-

ticipation, the ratio of credit card debt to income is found to be the most important

balance sheet item in determining household usage of stimulus funds in 2008, adding

to existing evidence that borrowing constraints are functions of debt-to-income ratios.

Borrowing constrained households, often predicted to be the group with the largest

propensity to consume out of stimulus funds, were the most likely to use stimulus

payments to repay debt instead of increase consumption. This behavior is consistent

with the fact that household credit supply was tightening at the same time that stim-

ulus payments were being distributed, forcing households, especially those near their

borrowing constraints, to deleverage.
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1 Introduction

Between May and July 2008, more than 130 million eligible households received stim-
ulus payments from the Economic Stimulus Act of 2008. Using detailed data from the
Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP), this paper studies the relation be-
tween more than a dozen household balance sheet items and whether households used
these payments to consume, save, or repay debt. Since households were asked explicitly
about the Economic Stimulus Act of 2008, the analysis in this paper aims to recover the
marginal propensity to consume out of fiscal stimulus payments in the Great Recession.
Since household behavior is likely state-dependent, this parameter is not necessarily the
same as the marginal propensity to consume out of other income shocks. As is well doc-
umented (see, for example, Sahm et al. (2010)), households immediately consumed only
between 20-40% of payments from the Economic Stimulus Act of 2008, opting to primar-
ily repay debt.

The first contribution of this paper is to demonstrate that during the Great Recession,
households with less liquid wealth were the least likely to increase consumption using
stimulus payments and most likely to repay debt. This stands in contrast to the literature
that segments households by liquidity and finds that less liquid households have higher
marginal propensities to consume out of transitory and temporary income shocks than
more liquid households (i.e., Kaplan et al. (2014) and Jappelli and Pistaferri (2014)). The
second contribution of this paper is to demonstrate the important of further decomposing
liquid wealth into liquid assets and liquid debt. Though both items are important, the
evidence suggests that the sensitivity of behavior with respect to liquid wealth stems
primarily from differences in liquid debt.

The detailed SIPP data provides the unique opportunity to look at narrowly defined
balance sheet items and how they relate specifically to behavior around the Economic
Stimulus Act of 2008. In line with the literature, the analysis shows that liquid wealth is
more important than illiquid wealth for determining how households behave, and that
significant heterogeneity in liquid wealth maps to heterogeneity in household behavior.
Importantly, in the SIPP data, liquid wealth can be decomposed into credit card debt
on the liability side and bank deposits on the asset side, and the evidence suggests that
liquid debt is the most useful balance sheet item for determining household behavior.
Within-liquid wealth heterogeneity (i.e., the composition of assets and debt, holding fixed
wealth) is large and also maps significantly to heterogeneity in household behavior. For a
given level of liquid wealth, households with more credit card debt (and thus more bank
deposits) were relatively more likely to report using the stimulus to pay down debt and
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less likely to report using the stimulus to increase consumption.
These findings have important implications for the design of stimulative fiscal policy.

Optimally designed stimulus packages aim to increase consumption and spur aggregate
demand by putting cash in the hands of households most likely to immediately increase
consumption. A simple and traditional model of intertemporal consumption and savings
predicts that borrowing constrained households meet this criteria. However, borrowing
constrained households are also most sensitive to changes in the supply of credit. If the
supply of credit is reduced at the same time that economic stimulus is distributed, then it
may be the case that borrowing constrained households are forced to use the additional
income to deleverage instead of increase consumption. The evidence suggests that this
is what occurred in 2008. Future policy must take into account the full macroeconomic
environment to ensure that stimulus policies succeed in their goals.

In addition to constrained borrowers, unconstrained borrowing households may be
similarly affected if the supply of credit decreases. Empirically, it is difficult to determine
which households are borrowing constrained. Constraints are often proxied by liquid
wealth, which has indeed been shown to be an important margin on which behavior
adjusts. However, the analysis in this paper suggests that liquid debt is the most impor-
tant margin in determining household usage of the economic stimulus payment. Since,
theoretically, the marginal propensity to consume is related to a household’s proximity to
its borrowing constraint, the empirical results contribute to a growing literature which ar-
gues that borrowing constraints are more sensitive to debt than to assets (i.e., Johnson and
Li (2010), Baker (2018), Greenwald (2018), and Lian and Ma (2018)). This result highlights
an important disconnect that affects any analysis using net worth as a proxy for borrow-
ing constraints. In the data, net worth is almost perfectly correlated with assets and thus,
by extension, borrowing constraints are proxied essentially by assets. However, the ev-
idence suggests that the true borrowing constraint is more closely related to debt than
to assets, and thus net worth as an empirical proxy is not representing the unobservable
borrowing constraint it is intended to capture.

Consider an example in which two households have $3,000 in liquid wealth. One has
$3,000 in cash and no credit card debt. The other has $3,500 in cash and $500 in credit
card debt.1 Liquid wealth is highly correlated with liquid assets, masking the fact that
the second household is more heavily indebted. All else equal, this household is closer to
its borrowing constraint than the household with no credit card debt, even though both

1This paper does not address the so-called “credit card puzzle,” namely the fact that a significant portion
of households carry revolving credit card debt while simultaneously holding large levels of cash in their
bank accounts. See, for example, Telyukova (2013).
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households have the same level of liquid wealth and the more borrowing constrained
household even has more liquid assets.

In addition to decomposing liquid wealth into liquid assets and liquid debt, the em-
pirical analysis in this paper uses on ratios of balance sheet items to income. This is an
important normalization that paints a more complete picture of households’ financial sta-
tus. It is clear that $5,000 of credit card debt will affect a household with $50,000 of yearly
income differently than a household with $100,000 of yearly income. Since wealth is a
stock and income is a flow, the two cannot be directly compared, but the ratio is inter-
pretable as the number of pay periods required to accumulate the given level of wealth.
For example, if a household holds $10,000 in assets and earns $1,000 per pay period, the
asset to income per pay period ratio is 10, since it would take 10 pay periods to accumu-
late this level of assets.

Further, when considering the liquidity of a household, it is important to think care-
fully about the fact that households simultaneously hold liquid assets and liquid debt. For
whatever reason, whether it be to pay for goods that can only be purchased using cash
(Telyukova and Wright, 2008), or as short-term saving for a future purchase (Campbell
and Hercowitz, 2018), households make the conscious decision to hold low-yield bank
deposits and high-cost credit card debt. This is a clear arbitrage opportunity, and the fact
that it is not exploited implies that there is some strong motive to hold these assets and
not liquidate them to pay off debt. Thus these “liquid” assets are not truly liquid in that
adjusting them yields some cost, even if it cannot be observed.

Related Literature

This paper is related to a large literature that attempts to measure the effects of fiscal stim-
ulus and estimate the relationship between household characteristics and the marginal
propensity to consume. The papers most closely related to the present analysis are sum-
marized below. For a broader overview, see Appendix Table 1 of Hassan (2016).

Two of the clearest examples of papers that find borrowing constrained households in-
crease consumption in response to unexpected and transitory income shocks are Kaplan
et al. (2014) and Jappelli and Pistaferri (2014). Kaplan et al. (2014) use household data
from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics to estimate an income process and use the
residuals as unexpected and transitory income shocks. Regressing changes in consump-
tion on the income shocks yields an estimate for the marginal propensity to consume.
They find that regardless of overall wealth, households with lower liquid wealth have
higher estimated marginal propensities to consume than households with high liquid
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wealth. Jappelli and Pistaferri (2014) find very similar results using data from the 2010
Italian Survey of Household Income and Wealth. Households were asked how much of
a hypothetical temporary increase in income would be used to spend versus save. They
document a strikingly clear and positive relationship between illiquidity and the reported
marginal propensity to consume. The results from both papers are consistent with the
theoretical predictions of the standard permanent income hypothesis model.

Evidence of the relationship between borrowing constraints and fiscal stimulus us-
age is more mixed. This is likely because, as noted by Parker (2011), the effects of fis-
cal policy are likely state-dependent, which cautions against directly comparing stimuli
packages enacted in different macroeconomic settings. Similarly, households’ borrow-
ing constraints are also likely state-dependent, especially during times of economic hard-
ship. Shapiro and Slemrod (2003) and Sahm et al. (2010) and study the 2001 and 2008
economic stimulus packages, respectively, using data from the Michigan Survey of Con-
sumers. They find that households with lower income had higher propensities to save
the rebate rather than spend it, and that households with higher levels of wealth were
more likely to spend the rebate. These findings are inconsistent with the standard model.
However, in their study of the 2008 economic stimulus package, they report that house-
holds anticipating better times ahead were more likely to consume the stimulus. This is
consistent with borrowing constrained households who anticipate better times ahead and
wish to borrow but cannot, and thus consume a large part of the stimulus.

Johnson et al. (2006) and Parker et al. (2013) study the 2001 and 2008 stimulus pack-
ages, respectively, using data from the Bureau of Labor Statistic’s Consumer Expendi-
ture Survey. They find that in 2001, the consumption response of low-asset households
was higher than that of medium-asset households, but high-asset households also spent
more of the rebate than medium-asset households. In 2008, they estimate the low-wealth
households spent more than high-wealth households, but the different is not statistically
significant and, regardless, both groups spent a significant portion of the rebate, incon-
sistent with the notion that non-constrained households should have a small response to
the stimulus.

Broda and Parker (2014) add a series of questions about the 2008 economic stimulus to
the Nielsen Consumer Panel. Although the authors note that spending on goods covered
in the Nielsen scanner data is only a small portion of total spending, they are able to
estimate a precise increase in consumption for households reporting to have received the
stimulus. Again, they find that low-wealth households spend a significant portion of
the rebate, but they also find that high-wealth households spend significantly out of the
stimulus payment.
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Overall, the literature is far from consensus with respect to whether borrowing con-
strained households have higher marginal propensities to consume from fiscal stimulus
than unconstrained households. This paper provides two contributions to this literature.
First, in 2008, households near their borrowing constraints were indeed those who re-
sponded the most to receiving stimulus, but that instead of increasing consumption, they
primarily used the stimulus to repay debt. Thus though the stimulus “failed” in that
it did not increase consumption, it may have been useful in that in the counterfactual,
consumption may have decreased by even more than in reality. Second, the evidence
in this paper contributes to a growing literature (detailed in Section 5.2) which points to
debt-to-income as the most important determinant of household borrowing constraints.
It may be the case that much of the disagreement in the literature stems from different
proxies for borrowing constraints, which range from income and wealth to stock market
participation.

Outline

Section 2 briefly describes the Economic Stimulus Act of 2008 and the tightening of house-
hold credit supply while stimulus payments were being disbursed. Section 3 discusses
the data used in this paper and section 4 presents the empirical strategy and main results.
Section 5.1 discusses the results in the context of a simple model with stimulus payments
and an exogenous tightening of the borrowing constraint, and section 5.2 discusses the
claim that a household’s borrowing constraint is closely related to its level of indebted-
ness. Section 6 concludes.

2 The Economic Stimulus Act of 2008

On January 17, 2008, Federal Reserve Chair Ben Bernanke testified before congress that “a
fiscal stimulus package should be implemented quickly and structured so that its effects
on aggregate spending are felt as much as possible within the next twelve months or
so.” Less than a month later, on February 13, 2008, President George W. Bush signed
into law the Economic Stimulus Act of 2008. The largest component of the Act was to
allocate approximately $100 billion in tax rebates to 130 million tax filers in the United
States. Individual filers received between $300 and $600, joint filers received between
$600 and $1,200, and households with eligible children received additional funds. The
rebate was targeted towards low- and medium-income families and eligibility phased
out for adjusted gross income of $75,000 for individuals or $150,000 for couples.
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The IRS was tasked with disbursing the rebate payments to eligible tax filers. Given
the sheer number of rebates, the IRS disbursed rebates based on the last two digits of
the (main) filer’s Social Security Number. If the filer’s 2007 tax return contained direct
deposit information, the rebate was deposited into their account between May 2 - 16, 2008.
Otherwise, paper checks were mailed between May 16 and July 11, 2008. According to
the Bureau of Economic Analysis, almost 98% of the stimulus was received by consumers
in May, June, and July 2008.2

It is well documented that at the same time stimulus was being distributed, house-
holds were facing tightening borrowing standards. For example, Mian and Sufi (2010)
analyze hundreds of counties across the United States and provide evidence that during
this period, credit card availability decreased significantly for all types of households.
Using micro-level data from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s Equifax Consumer
Credit Panel, Agarwal et al. (2016) document that between 2008 and 2010, the average
number of credit cards per person decreased from 2.2 to 1.7, and total borrowing limits
on all credit cards decreased by just over 15%, from $25,000 to $21,000.

There is also direct evidence from commercial banks that they were decreasing the
supply of consumer credit cards on both the extensive and intensive margins. The Federal
Reserve’s Survey of Senior Loan Officers interviews commercial banks about changes
in the standards they use to extend credit to consumers. Specifically, for a variety of
categories, the survey asks the respondent commercial bank whether they have tightened,
left unchanged, or loosened their borrowing standards, relative to the previous quarter.

Figure 1 illustrates two measures of credit tightness for credit card debt: the minimum
credit score required to open a new credit card account and the credit limit on all credit
cards. The value presented is the net percentage of banks that reported tightening their
standards relative to the previous quarter. Both measures are elevated while the stimulus
is being disbursed. The limitation of this question is that it is unclear whether this tighten-
ing of credit card limits applies only to new credit cards or to all credit cards. In a special
subsection, the Survey of Senior Loan Officers for the third quarter of 2008 specifically
asks about credit limits on existing credit accounts for prime and nonprime borrowers.
Just over one-fifth (net) of surveyed banks said that they decreased credit limits for ex-
isting prime borrowers, and almost two-thirds said that they decreased credit limits for
existing nonprime borrowers.

2See Table 1. The remaining 2% of stimulus is recorded as being received in April and August, 2008.
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3 Data and Summary Statistics

This paper primarily uses data from the Survey of Income and Program Participation
(SIPP). This survey is administered by the Census Bureau and each iteration contains a
nationally representative sample of households who are continuously interviewed over
a four year period. In the 2008 survey, the Census Bureau inserted questions about the
economic stimulus plan into the first and fourth waves. The main sample used in the
analysis consists of the 14,663 households that reported receiving the stimulus. Condi-
tional on having reported receiving the stimulus, the survey asks:3

Did the federal rebate lead . . .

1. Mostly to increase spending

2. Mostly to increase savings

3. Mostly to pay off debt

Overall, 25.6% of households reported using the rebate to increase spending, 16.8%
reported increasing savings, and 57.4% reported using the rebate mostly to pay off debt.
These figures are consistent with the answers reported in other surveys that ask house-
holds about the Economic Stimulus Act of 2008 (see Sahm et al. (2010)).

The goal is to use these survey answers to make inferences about marginal propensi-
ties to consume, save, and repay debt. To do this, interpret the sample as a single rep-
resentative household that allocates the stimulus payment between consuming, saving,
and repaying debt. This representative household uses a little less than two thirds of
the rebate to repay debt, a quarter of the rebate to increase saving, and the remainder to
increase consumption.

The SIPP also solicits detailed data on household balance sheet characteristics. For
most of the wealth distribution, the quality of this data is comparable to that of the Federal
Reserve’s Survey of Consumer Finances, widely regarded as the gold standard. The SIPP
appears to poorly match the SCF for households at the top of the wealth distribution.
Given that these households were unlikely to have received stimulus from the Economic
Stimulus Act of 2008, the lack of high quality data at the top of the wealth distribution is
not an issue for the analysis in this paper.

3In general, there are two methods for understanding how households responded to economic stimulus.
First, as in the SIPP, directly asking households how they used the stimulus, which elicits “reported pref-
erences.” Second, estimating changes in consumption behavior using data on spending from surveys such
as the Consumer Expenditure Survey, generating households’ “revealed preferences.” As demonstrated by
Parker and Souleles (Forthcoming), both methods produce similar estimates of household behavior.
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Table 2 outlines household balance sheet data in the SIPP. Assets are divided into
liquid and illiquid assets based both on the type of asset and, for financial assets, the
account type. Stocks and mutual funds held in retirement or other registered financial
accounts appear as illiquid financial accounts. It is unclear whether stocks and mutual
funds directly held should be classified as liquid assets. In today’s world, liquidating
these assets requires little more than a phone call or a few taps on a mobile device. At the
same time, they are inherently less liquid than the assets held in a common bank account.
Taking a conservative stance, stocks are classified as illiquid assets.

Debt is divided into secured and unsecured debt. Housing, vehicles, real estate, and
business equity is represented on both sides of the balance sheet. Stock and mutual fund
debt (i.e. borrowing occurring as the result of margin trading) is secured, even though
the underlying asset is liquid. Bank loans are also unsecured, but are usually subject to
predefined terms and payment plans. For these reasons, liquid debt is restricted solely
to credit card debt. All other debt is illiquid debt. Table 3 summarizes the breakdown
between liquid and illiquid assets and debt.

3.1 Ratios of Balance Sheet Items to Income

The empirical analysis focuses on balance sheet items relative to a household’s income.
The balance sheet records the stock of each item at a given point in time, while income is
the flow of payments to the household. Balance sheet gives information about a house-
hold’s wealth, but their income is also very relevant in their decision making. This will be
particularly evident in section 5.2 when evidence is provided that borrowing constraints
are largely functions of the ratio between debt and income.

Stocks and flows can’t be directly compared because they are in different units. Taking
the ratio, however, yields a common unit:

stock of financial instrument
flow of income

=
dollars

dollars / time
= time.

The flow used in the analysis is biweekly income. Using data from the Bureau of La-
bor Statistic’s Consumer Expenditure Survey, Kaplan et al. (2014) calculate that between
1990 and 2010, 52% of respondents were paid biweekly, 32% weekly, and the remainder
monthly or lower frequencies. Each ratio should be interpreted as the number of biweekly
pay periods needed to accumulate the household’s stock of the asset or debt instrument.

Ratios are also often used to define hand-to-mouth households. Kaplan et al. (2014),
which summarizes a large research agenda by those authors on the presence of wealthy
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and poor hand-to-mouth countries in more than a half dozen countries, implicitly define
households using ratios of wealth to income. In their analysis, a household is wealthy if
their total net wealth is positive, and poor if it is zero or negative. Hand-to-mouth de-
pends on the the stock of liquid wealth, defined as above, relative to the flow of biweekly
income. If liquid wealth is less than biweekly income, the household is hand-to-mouth;
similarly, if the ratio of liquid wealth to biweekly income is less than unity, then the house-
hold is hand-to-mouth.4

This paper also takes the stance that the ratio of liquid wealth to income is an impor-
tant margin on which household behavior changes. However, instead of assuming an
abrupt and dichotomous change at a specific threshold, the regressions directly include
the ratios, utilizing their continuity and wide range to study how behavior changes across
the entire spectrum of liquid wealth to income ratios.

3.2 Summary Statistics of Household Balance Sheets

Table 4 contains summary statistics for income, wealth, assets, and debt. Average bi-
weekly income in the sample is $2,080, or approximately $54,080 per year, and the me-
dian value is similar. The standard deviation of biweekly income is $1,900, highlighting
the large variation in household income.

Median wealth is approximately 80,000 and average wealth is approximately $184,000.
This reflects the well-known right skew of the wealth distribution. The standard devia-
tion of wealth is $290,000, again reflecting significant variation in household wealth. Sim-
ilar patterns emerge for assets and debt: the median is much smaller than the average,
and the standard deviations are very high.

Dividing these balance sheet groups by biweekly income maintains the same general
pattern. Median wealth to income is 36.8, the average is 123.0, and the standard devia-
tion is 616.2, reflecting the fact that the distribution of wealth to income has even more
variation. This is unsurprising given that the income distribution also has high variation.
Figure 2 shows the distributions of liquid wealth and liquid wealth to income, excluding
the first and 99th percentiles, which serve only to stretch the tails.

Liquid wealth to income (hereafter LWI), liquid assets to income (LAI), and liquid debt
to income (LDI) are the most important items for the analysis. Median LWI is 0.0, reflect-
ing the fact that most households have both very little assets and debt; median LAI is 0.5,

4Their analysis is somewhat more complicated by their hypothesis about the presence of borrowing
non-hand to mouth. They reason that if the ratio of liquid wealth is between 0 and negative unity, then the
household is borrowing but not hand-to-mouth. Letting LWI denote liquid wealth to biweekly income,
their criteria for being hand to mouth is given by {LWI < 1} ∩ LWI{/∈ (0,− 1)}.
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and median LDI is 0.2. The averages of these ratios are much larger: the average LWI is
4.7, average LAI is 7.6, and average LDI is 2.8, and these values are again driven by large
right tails, as evident by the large standard deviations. The average household is thus a
net liquid saver, though simultaneously carries both liquid assets and liquid debt. This
has been regarded elsewhere as the “credit card puzzle.” Since liquid debt carries a much
higher penalty than the interest on liquid assets, it is unclear why so many households
simultaneously hold both. Further, in the sample, an astonishing 24% of households hold
positive liquid assets but are net liquid borrowers.

Table 5 reports correlations between wealth, assets, and debt. This table highlights a
fact that is important to keep in mind for the analysis of the borrowing constraint: wealth,
both in levels and as a ratio to income, is almost perfectly correlated with assets, and only
weakly negatively correlated with debt. Though intuitive, it is worth highlighting that
this relation is not mechanical, but is instead the outcome of the fact that borrowing is of-
ten costly and constrained, while accumulating assets yields profit and is unconstrained.

3.3 Heterogeneity within Liquid Net Worth

The analysis in this paper centers on separating liquid net worth into liquid assets and liq-
uid debt. This is because there is significant heterogeneity in assets and debt underlying
a given level of net worth, and, previewing results in the next section, there is evidence
that the heterogeneity in debt is more important for understanding the behavior of house-
holds near their borrowing constraints. For example, the average LWI is 4.7, and there are
156 households within a half-unit interval around this level (i.e., 4.7 ± 0.25). Of these, the
LAI ranges from 4.5 to 22.9, and the LDI correspondingly ranges from 0.0 to 18.3.

Figure 3 plots liquid assets and liquid debt for each household in the sample. In each
panel, the solid grey line plots LAI = LDI, or households with zero (liquid) net worth.
Panel (a) excludes the 279 observations for which either the LAI or LDI are outside the
first and 99th percentiles. The dark mass in the lower left region of the panel illustrates
that the majority of households are in this area. Panel (b) further restricts the sample to
the 93% of households with an LAI and LDI both less than or equal to 20. A large 15%

mass of households have zero net worth, with 97% of these households holding neither
liquid assets nor debt.
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4 Empirical Analysis

4.1 Regression Estimations

The main analysis centers on a multinomial logit regression of the fiscal stimulus usage on
balance sheet items, demographic controls, and controls related to the size of the rebate,
date it was received, and means by which it was received (cheque or direct deposit). The
demographic controls are for age, race, education, family structure, and region. Families
whose head is not between the ages of 25 and 65 are excluded. In each regression, the
covariates are difference, but together represent the entire household balance sheet, thus
summing to household net worth.

The Census Bureau provides weights to control for sampling variation. These ensure
that the estimates are valid for the population of households that received rebates. Being
selected into this population is not random, but is irrelevant for this analysis because
inferences are made using only within-group variation.

The multinomial regression produces estimated probabilities that a given household
will use the stimulus to increase spending, increase saving, or repay debt. The coefficients
from the regressions are not reported. Instead, tables 6, 7, and 8 present estimates of the
marginal changes in the covariates. The marginal changes are estimated relative to the
average household and presented as semi-elasticities. Each cell in the table represents the
percentage point change in the predicted probability for a 10% change in the ratio of the
balance sheet item to income. Again relying on the interpretation of the sample as a single
representative household, changes in predicted probabilities are interpreted as changes in
predicted marginal propensities.

The estimates are reported as semi-elasticities because the goal is to examine how
movement along the distribution of wealth and individual balance sheet items induces
changes in marginal propensities to consume, save, and repay debt. Although each bal-
ance sheet item is in the same currency, the variation between each item is several or-
ders of magnitude. For this reason, looking at changes in levels is less informative than
changes in percentages.

Table 6 includes each individual balance sheet item in Table 2 as a separate regressor.
Two regressors stand out: deposits and credit card debt. Indeed, these are the two pri-
mary underlying components of liquid wealth, already giving credence to the notion that
liquid wealth is the relevant margin for understanding how households balance sheets
matter for the use of fiscal stimulus.

A 10% increase in the deposits to income ratio, relative to the average, is an increase
of 0.76. The standard deviation of the deposits to income ratio is 52.3, thus representing a
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roughly 0.01 standard deviation change. The model predicts that the marginal propensity
to consume increases by 0.07 percentage points, the marginal propensity to save increases
by 0.05 percentage points, and the marginal propensity to repay debt decreases by 0.12

percentage points. All three estimates are precisely estimated and significant at less than
the 0.01% level.

Turning to credit card debt, a 10% increase in the ratio of credit card debt to income is
an increase of approximately 0.28 or 0.03 standard deviations. The marginal propensity
to consume decreases by 0.06 percentage points, though this estimate is only significant
at the 5% level. The marginal propensity to increase savings decreases by 0.22 percentage
points, and the marginal propensity to repay debt increases by 0.28 percentage points.

It is evident that similar percent changes in credit card debt induce much larger changes
in the propensities to save and repay debt. Further, directly comparing level changes, the
larger debt effect is induced by a smaller level change. Comparing levels is reasonable in
this case because credit card debt and deposits are of similar orders of magnitude.

Given that deposits and credit card debt are the two components of liquid wealth,
table 7 collapses the balance sheet into liquid and illiquid wealth, as defined in Table 2.
The first three columns are from the regression including only liquid and illiquid wealth
to income ratios. The estimated marginal changes are economically and statistically sig-
nificant for all three marginal propensities. Increasing liquid wealth by 10% increases
the marginal propensity to consume by 0.06 percentage points, the marginal propensity
to save by 0.05 percentage points, and decreases the marginal propensity to repay debt
by 0.11 percentage points. Thus the analysis falls in line with the literature that predicts
marginal propensities to consume are increasing in liquid wealth.

In the second set of three columns, liquid and illiquid wealth are further decomposed
into assets and debt. This is one of the primary contributions of this paper. As defined in
Table 3, liquid assets are those held in deposit accounts, and liquid debt is credit card debt.
The estimated changes from liquid assets are almost identical to those on liquid wealth.
This is not surprising given that the correlation between wealth and assets is almost unity.
Interestingly, the estimated changes from liquid debt are large and the opposite sign. This
indicates that the dynamics of debt are important in determining how households use
fiscal stimulus, but are completely ignored by estimates that do not decompose wealth
into assets and debt.

Increasing liquid assets by 10% increases the marginal propensity to consume by 0.07

percentage points, the marginal propensity to save by 0.05 percentage points, and de-
creases the marginal propensity to repay debt by 0.12 percentage points. Increase liquid
debt by 10%, which is a smaller change in levels, decreases the marginal propensity to
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consume by 0.05 percentage points, decrease the marginal propensity to save by 0.22 per-
centage points, and increases the marginal propensity to repay debt by 0.28 percentage
points.

Together, simultaneously increasing liquid assets and liquid debt of the average house-
hold by 10% each, the approximate net effect would be to increase the marginal propen-
sity to consume by 0.01 percentage points, decrease the marginal propensity to save by
0.17 percentage points, and increase the marginal propensity to repay debt by 0.15 per-
centage points.5

These estimates imply that for two households with similar liquid wealth but different
underlying compositions of assets and debt, the more indebted household is less likely
to increase saving, slightly more likely to increase consumption, and more likely to repay
debt. This is a key contribution of the analysis in this paper.

Dividing illiquid wealth into illiquid assets and illiquid debt is also fruitful. While
illiquid wealth was neither economically nor statistically significant in the first regression,
the estimated effect of changing illiquid debt is now important. Specifically, increasing
illiquid debt by 10% decreases the marginal propensity to save by 0.08%, and this estimate
is significant at less than the 0.01% level. The estimated change in the marginal propensity
to repay debt is large but not estimated precisely. Together, these estimates imply that
as households become accumulate more illiquid debt, they are more inclined to use the
stimulus to repay debt, and less inclined to increase savings.

A 10% increase in illiquid debt to income, relative to the average, is an increase of
6.1, or approximately 0.03 standard deviations. Thus a 10% change in illiquid debt is
incomparable to a similar percentage change in liquid assets or liquid debt, but yields a
predicted change of similar size.

Motivated by the fact that housing debt is, on average, 70% of all illiquid debt in the
sample, a model with liquid assets, liquid debt, and illiquid wealth divided into housing
and non-housing is estimated. In the first three columns, include are two covariates: illiq-
uid wealth excluding housing and net housing equity. In the second set of three columns,
net housing equity is decomposed into housing assets and debt. In all six columns, the
estimates for liquid assets and debt are similar, indicating insensitivity of these estimate
to different decompositions of illiquid wealth.

In the model with net housing equity as a regressor, the estimated changes are small
and imprecise. However, when net housing equity is further decomposed into housing

5Changing both liquid assets and debt by 10% would yield a slightly larger net worth since the level
change in debt, 0.28, is smaller than the level change in assets, 0.76. Increasing the change in debt such that
the change in net worth is zero only serves to magnify the point that the elasticity with respect to debt is
larger than with respect to assets.
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debt and assets, the estimates on housing debt are large and statistically significant, and
in fact very similar to the estimates for total illiquid debt.

Increase housing debt to income by 10% decreases the marginal propensity to save
by 0.06 percentage points and increases the marginal propensity to repay debt by 0.09

percentage points. Again, households with more housing debt are more likely to use the
stimulus to repay debt, and less likely to increase savings. In levels, this 10% change is an
increase of 4.4, or approximately 0.03 standard deviations, and changes total net worth
significantly. Just as above, this change is incomparable to similar percentage changes in
liquid assets or debt, but yields a predicted change of similar size.

4.2 Changes Along the Wealth Distribution

The marginal changes in the tables above represent how the average household will re-
spond to a 10% change in different balance sheet items. Given the nonlinear nature of the
multinomial model, however, the marginal changes are different for households at other
parts of the distribution.

4.2.1 Marginal Propensity to Consume

Figure 4 plots the predicted marginal propensity to consume as the liquid debt to income
ratio, LDI, varies. The solid line shows the estimated marginal propensity as the LAI
varies with the LDI to keep liquid net worth constant at zero, i.e. LWI = LAI - LDI = 0.
The dashed line shows the estimated marginal propensity to consume from the model
that did not decompose liquid wealth into liquid assets and debt. This line is horizontal
because as the LDI and LAI vary but keep liquid wealth constant, the predicted marginal
propensity is the same. At any point on these two lines, liquid wealth is zero.

This figure highlights the importance of allowing the composition of assets and debt
to vary for a given level of liquid net worth. Looking solely at liquid net worth to income,
the model predicts a marginal propensity to consume of approximately 0.308. The model
with liquid assets and debt predicts that a household with zero liquid net worth can have
a marginal propensity to consume ranging between 0.314, when LAI = LDI = 0, to 0.275,
when LAI = −LDI = 20.

Figure 5 plots the predicted marginal propensity to consume as LDI varies but the
LAI is kept constant at either LAI = 0 or LAI = 20. In this figure, as liquid debt varies but
liquid assets are held fixed, liquid wealth also varies. Recall that 93% of households in
the sample have both the LAI and LDI between 0 and 20.
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This figure shows illustrates that fiscal stimulus usage is more elastic with respect to
debt than assets. Consider a household with zero liquid debt and a liquid asset to income
ratio of 20, corresponding to the leftmost point on the LAI = 20 line. This household’s
liquid net worth to income ratio is also 20. If assets decrease to LAI = 0, the leftmost
point on the LAI = 0 line, the decrease in the marginal propensity to consume is the
vertical distance between the leftmost point on each line, which is approximately −2.09

percentage points. With zero debt and now zero assets, this household’s liquid net worth
is zero.

Alternatively, suppose the household’s liquid net worth decreases to zero because it
increases its liquid debt such that LDI = 20, corresponding to the rightmost point on the
LAI = 20 line. The change in the marginal propensity to consume is now approximately
−6.00 percentage points, almost triple that of decreasing liquid assets. These changes are
summarized in the first row of Table 9.

This figure plots only two LAI curves. In general, for any value of liquid wealth given
by a pair of LAI and LDI, when moving to a different liquid wealth, holding LAI fixed
and moving LDI along the LAI curve will yield a larger change in marginal propensity to
consume than holding LDI fixed and moving between LAI curves.

4.2.2 Marginal Propensity to Save

Figure 6 plots the predicted marginal propensity to save as the liquid debt to income ratio
varies but liquid wealth is held fixed at zero. The dashed line is from the model with
only liquid wealth, and thus for any value of LDI and corresponding LAI, the predicted
marginal propensity to save is 0.145. The solid line is from the model that decomposes
liquid wealth into liquid assets and debt, and thus as LDI varies, LAI varies such that LWI
= LAI - LDI = 0. The predicted marginal propensity thus varies from 0.159 at low levels
of assets and debt to 0.054 at high levels of assets and debt. This is a significant range and
highlights the importance of separately analyzing liquid assets and debt.

Figure 7 illustrates the predicted marginal propensity to save as LDI varies but the
LAI is fixed at two values, LAI = 0 or LAI = 20. Here, the comparative elasticity be-
tween changing debt versus assets is even larger than the estimated propensity to con-
sume. Consider again a household with LWI = 20 from a liquid asset to income ratio of
20 and no debt. If the household’s liquid assets decrease to zero, the estimated marginal
propensity to save decreases by the vertical distance between the leftmost points of the
two lines, which is approximately −1.40 percentage points. This household’s liquid net
worth is now zero. If instead the household’s liquid net worth decreases to zero because
it increases liquid debt such that LDI = 20, the marginal propensity to save decreases by
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the movement along the LAI = 20 curve from the leftmost to rightmost points, or ap-
proximately −12.0 percentage points. This household’s liquid worth is also zero, but the
change is more than eight times larger from increasing debt than decreasing assets. The
second row of Table 9 summarizes the changes in this example. Again, this pattern again
holds for any change in liquid wealth: changing liquid debt yields a larger change in
predicted propensity to save than changing liquid assets.

4.2.3 Marginal Propensity to Repay Debt

Figure 8 plots the predicted marginal propensity to repay debt for liquid wealth fixed at
zero and varying levels of liquid debt to income. The dashed line is from the model with
only liquid wealth, and thus regardless of the underlying composition of liquid assets
and debt, the predicted marginal propensity to repay debt is 0.546. The solid line is from
the model with liquid assets and debt. As liquid debt varies, liquid assets vary such that
liquid wealth remains fixed at zero. The predicted marginal propensity to repay debt
varies from 0.527 at low levels of assets and debt to 0.671 at high levels of assets and debt.
Again, this is a large range, and underlines the important of decomposing liquid wealth
into liquid assets and debt.

Figure 9 illustrates the predicted marginal propensity to repay debt as liquid debt
varies but liquid assets is held fixed at LAI = 0 or LAI = 20. Again, consider a household
with LAI = 20 and LDI = 0, so that LWI = 20. If this household’s liquid assets (and there-
fore liquid wealth) decrease to zero, the estimated propensity to repay debt increases by
the vertical distance between the leftmost points of the two lines, which is approximately
3.49 percentage points. Suppose instead that the household’s liquid net worth decreases
to zero because it increases its liquid debt such that LDI = 20. The change in marginal
propensity to repay debt increases by the distance between the leftmost and rightmost
points of the LAI = 20 curve, which is approximately 17.9 percentage points. The increase
in debt induces a change in the estimated propensity to repay debt approximately five
times larger than the change in assets. This example is summarized in the third row of
Table 9.

5 Discussion

5.1 A Model of Household Deleveraging

This section develops a simple and stylized model of savings and consumption to in-
terpret the empirical results above. As is well known, the standard model of savings
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and consumptions generates behavior consistent with the permanent income hypothesis.
Consider a simple two period model. In the first period, income is y, and in the second,
income is (1 + g)y with g > 0. Given lifetime income, standard optimization yields a life-
time consumption target, c∗. Since the income profile is upward sloping, the consumer
wishes to smooth consumption to c∗ in both periods by borrowing in the first period.
If the borrowing limit is φ and the consumer wishes to borrow more than this, they are
constrained, and their consumption is c1 = y + φ < c∗.

In this model, if households are borrowing constrained, their marginal propensity to
consume out of a temporary increase in first-period income, i.e. a stimulus payment,
is unity. Intuitively, since the household is consuming below its lifetime consumption
target in the first period, it uses the entire stimulus payment to increase consumption.
Borrowing does not change and the household remains at the limit. If the household is
not borrowing constrained, it divides the stimulus payment across all future periods, and
the marginal propensity to consume approaches zero as the number of periods increases.
These are the standard arguments for why an increase in aggregate consumption from
economic stimulus payments should be expected to come from borrowing constrained
households.

The empirical evidence presented above is inconsistent with these predictions. In-
stead, the analysis suggests that households closer to their borrowing constraints were
more likely to decrease borrowing (by repaying debt), and less likely to increase con-
sumption. A simple modification to the standard model can aid in understanding this
behavior of households in 2008. Recall from Section 2 that while stimulus payments were
being made, commercial banks were tightening household credit supply. As in Guerrieri
and Lorenzoni (2017) and Lanteri and Gavazza (2018), this can be modeled as an exoge-
nous decrease in the borrowing constraint.

Specifically, in addition to a temporary increase in income, consider an exogenous
tightening of the borrowing constraint to φlow < φ. Regardless of the borrowing con-
straint, constrained households are still motivated to increase consumption towards the
lifetime consumption target. At the same time, however, borrowing constrained house-
holds are those most affected by the exogenous tightening, because they are forced to
decrease borrowing from φ to φlow. Letting S denote the stimulus payment total con-
sumption changes by

S − (φ− φlow).

Borrowing must decrease, and the net effect on consumption depends on the size of the
stimulus relative to the change in borrowing constraints. In the SIPP data, the average
stimulus payment was $570, and Agarwal et al. (2016) estimate that credit card borrow-
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ing limits decreased by approximately $4,000. Consistent with this, the analysis above
suggests that households primarily used the stimulus to deleverage, implying that the
size of the stimulus was less than the tightening in borrowing constraints.

5.2 Why is Liquid Debt More Important than Liquid Assets?

Economic theory says that borrowing constrained households are those that should re-
spond the most to fiscal stimulus. The empirical analysis above points to the liquid debt
to income ratio as the most important margin in determining how households use their
fiscal stimulus. This finding is consistent with a growing body of literature that argues
borrowing constraints are largely functions of debt and income.

Johnson and Li (2010) provide strong evidence that the debt payment to income ra-
tio is an indicator of borrowing constraints. Using data from the Survey of Consumer
Finance and Consumer Expenditure Survey, they find that the debt payment to income
ratio is useful in predicting whether households are turned down for credit. Households
with higher debt payment to income ratios also display excess consumption sensitivity
to income volatility, indicating less consumption smoothing, a key trait of borrowing
constrained households. Similarly, Baker (2018) uses a proprietary dataset of household
financial information and finds that consumption is more sensitive to changes in debt
rather than assets.

Greenwald (2018) finds that in addition to standard loan-to-value collateral borrowing
limits, payment-to-income constraints are crucial for understanding mortgage borrowing.
In the corporate finance literature, Lian and Ma (2018) and Greenwald (2019) study bor-
rowing constraints faced by firms. In addition to standard collateral constraints, they find
that earnings-based borrowing constraints are important and often the binding borrow-
ing limit.

5.2.1 Mortgage Payment to Income

In addition to the existing evidence, a survey question in the SIPP can also shed light
on whether debt-to-income ratios are relevant for borrowing constraints. The SIPP asks
households whether they currently have a mortgage and, if so, what their monthly mort-
gage payment is. Using this data where available, a monthly mortgage payment to
monthly income ratio is constructed for 8,185 households. Though mortgages are not
the only monthly debt service payments that households make, they are likely a signifi-
cant contributor. The average household (with a mortgage) allocates 29.2% of its monthly
income to paying the mortgage, with a standard deviation of 56.7%.
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Table 10 presents estimated marginal changes from a multinomial logit model, as de-
fined extensively in section 4.1. From the first row, a 10% increase in the payment to
income ratio decreases the marginal propensity to save by 0.20 percentage points and
increases the marginal propensity to repay debt by 0.22. The estimated change in the
marginal propensity to consume is small and imprecisely estimated. Recalling the results
from above, these are large changes. The remaining rows serve as checks for robustness
and do not change the estimated effects significantly; the second row includes every bal-
ance sheet item separately, the third row includes housing assets and housing debt, and
the fourth row includes liquid assets and liquid debt.

5.2.2 Credit Card Rejections

The Survey of Consumer Finances includes a question that asks households if they have
applied for and been rejected for a credit card, and, if so, the primary reason for the
rejection. Figure 10 divides households into quintiles of the wealth to income ratio and
reports frequencies for the four most common answers: poor credit history, too much
debt, not enough assets, and not income income.

In every wealth quintile, the most common answer is a poor credit history. FICO
scores are the most common form of credit history and take into account various fac-
tors in five areas to determine credit worthiness: payment history (35%), amounts owed
(30%), length of credit history (15%), credit mix (10%), and new credit (10%).6 A house-
hold’s current level of debt represent a large portion of its FICO score in two ways. First,
the amount owed directly contributes to 30% of the FICO score. Second, the largest com-
ponent, payment history, is likely a function of both income (the means to make payment)
and debt (the level of the payment).

Following a poor credit history, the most common reason households provide for be-
ing rejected for credit is too much existing debt. This implies that though the household’s
FICO score was sufficiently high, the lender still believed the household was over lever-
aged and refused any more credit. It is important to note that this pattern holds even
for the most wealthy households. Naturally, there are fewer wealthy households rejected
for credit, but conditional on being wealthy and rejected for credit, the evidence suggests
that high levels of indebtedness are the culprit, and not a lack of assets or income.

This pattern holds true in Figure 11, where households are divided by assets to in-
come. Again, conditional on being a high-asset household and rejected for credit, high
levels of indebtedness are the cause, at least more so than insufficient assets or income.

6See https://www.myfico.com/credit-education/whats-in-your-credit-score for
more details.
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Unsurprisingly, then, grouping households by debt to income in Figure 12 reiterates this
point. As indebtedness increases, households are more likely to be rejected for holding
too much debt, and less likely for having too few assets or too little income.

6 Conclusions

Households primarily used the Economic Stimulus Act of 2008 to repay debt, and secon-
darily to increase consumption and savings. Borrowing constrained households, usually
believed to be the group most likely to use stimulus to increase consumption, were the
group most likely to use stimulus to repay debt. This behavior is consistent with the
fact that at the same time stimulus was being deposited into households’ bank accounts,
credit card companies were tightening borrowing standards and forcing households to
deleverage. Theoretically, the net effect on consumption depends on the relative sizes of
the stimulus package and the credit tightening. The analysis of household behavior in
this paper is consistent with existing evidence that credit card limits decreased by signif-
icantly more than even the largest stimulus payments.

In general, household borrowing constraints are not directly observed and must be
proxied by some other variable. Building on an existing literature that uses liquid net
worth as this proxy, this paper provides further evidence of heterogeneity in household
behavior across liquid net worth. The contribution of this paper is to document signifi-
cant heterogeneity in the composition of liquid net worth between liquid assets and debt,
and to show that this heterogeneity is an important determinant of household behavior.
In particular, liquid debt (in the form of credit card debt) appears to be the most important
household balance sheet item in determining usage of stimulus funds in 2008. This find-
ing adds to a growing literature which argues that borrowing constraints are most closely
proxied by the ratio debt to income, rather than total net worth, income, or a combination
of the two.
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A Tables

Table 1: Fiscal Stimulus Payments in 2008
Month Rebate Payments ($ billions)

April 23.3
May 577.1
June 334.4
July 164.1

August 12.4

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Per-
sonal Income and Outlays, August 2008. Bil-
lions of annualized dollars.
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Table 2: SIPP Household Balance Sheet

Assets

Illiquid Assets

Housing
Vehicles
Real Estate
Business
Illiquid Financial*
Stocks and Mutual Funds

Liquid Assets

Deposits

Debt

Secured Debt

Housing
Vehicles
Real Estate
Business
Stocks and Mutual Funds

Unsecured Debt

Credit Cards
Bank Loans
Other Unsecured Debt

* Includes IRA, KEOGH, 401k, and Thrift accounts.
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Table 3: Breakdown of Liquid and Illiquid Assets and Debt

Liquid Wealth

Liquid Assets Liquid Debt

Deposits Credit Card Debt

Illiquid Wealth

Illiquid Assets Illiquid Debt

Housing Housing
Vehicles Vehicles
Real Estate Real Estate
Business Business
Stocks and Mutual Funds Stock and Mutual Fund
Illiquid Financial* Bank Loan Debt

Other Unsecured Debt

* Includes IRA, KEOGH, 401k, and Thrift accounts.
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Table 4: Summary Statistics for Income and Main Balance Sheet Items

Level ($ thousands) Ratio (to Biweekly Income)

Median Mean SD Median Mean SD

Biweekly Income 2.08 2.48 1.90 – – –

Wealth 79.7 183.6 290.4 36.8 123.0 616.2
Total Assets 194.3 291.1 343.0 86.3 186.9 736.0

Total Debt 64.0 107.5 133.4 29.4 63.9 227.7

Liquid Wealth 0.00 8.48 38.3 0.00 4.73 53.0
Liquid Assets 1.00 12.6 37.3 0.47 7.56 52.3

Liquid Debt 0.49 4.12 7.62 0.20 2.83 10.8

N = 14,663. Levels are in thousands of dollars. Ratio is to biweekly in-
come, calculated as yearly income divided by 26 biweekly periods.

Table 5: Correlations Between Balance Sheet Groups

Wealth Assets Debt

Wealth 1.000

Assets 0.980 1.000

Debt −0.230 −0.032 1.000

LWI LAI LDI

LWI 1.000

LAI 0.979 1.000

LDI −0.164 0.040 1.000

LWI is liquid wealth to biweekly income ratio, LAI is liquid assets
to biweekly income ratio, and LDI is liquid debt to biweekly in-
come ratio.
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Table 6: Regression Results for All Items on Household Balance Sheet

P(Spend) P(Save) P(Repay Debt)
Assets

Illiquid Assets

Housing -0.025 -0.015 0.040
(0.031) (0.023) (0.041)

Vehicles 0.101∗∗ 0.018 -0.119∗

(0.032) (0.026) (0.048)
Real Estate -0.011 -0.004 0.015∗

(0.006) (0.003) (0.007)
Business -0.011 -0.000 0.012

(0.008) (0.004) (0.008)
Illiquid Financial* 0.011 0.016 -0.027

(0.017) (0.012) (0.027)
Liquid Assets

Deposits 0.066∗∗∗ 0.054∗∗∗ -0.120∗∗∗

(0.019) (0.012) (0.028)
Stocks and Mutual Funds 0.012 0.014∗ -0.026∗

(0.008) (0.006) (0.013)

Debt

Secured Debt

Housing -0.030 -0.044 0.074
(0.033) (0.023) (0.040)

Vehicles -0.034∗ -0.037 0.071∗

(0.017) (0.027) (0.034)
Real Estate 0.006 0.003 -0.009∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004)
Business 0.009 -0.002 -0.007

(0.005) (0.005) (0.007)
Stocks and Mutual Funds 0.001 -0.000 -0.001

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Unsecured Debt

Credit Cards -0.059∗ -0.217∗∗∗ 0.276∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.038) (0.037)
Bank Loans -0.002 -0.018∗ 0.020∗

(0.007) (0.009) (0.009)
Other Unsecured Debt -0.010 -0.006 0.015

(0.007) (0.008) (0.011)

Regression with N = 14,663. Demographic and rebate controls. Marginal changes from
multinomial logit, evaluated at mean values. Semi-elasticities. 10% change in the indepen-
dent variable yields percentage point change. Values presented are multiplied by 100. Stan-
dard errors in parentheses. ∗ denotes p < 0.05, ∗∗ denotes p < 0.01, and ∗∗∗ denotes p < 0.001.
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Table 7: Regression Results for Liquid and Illiquid Wealth

P(Spend) P(Save) P(Repay Debt) P(Spend) P(Save) P(Repay Debt)

Liquid Wealth 0.064∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗ -0.112∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.008) (0.020)

Liquid Assets 0.068∗∗∗ 0.054∗∗∗ -0.122∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.011) (0.027)

Liquid Debt -0.054∗ -0.220∗∗∗ 0.275∗∗∗

(0.025) (0.038) (0.037)

Illiquid Wealth -0.017 -0.008 0.025
(0.012) (0.007) (0.017)

Illiquid Assets 0.001 0.022 -0.023
(0.023) (0.016) (0.036)

Illiquid Debt -0.004 -0.079∗∗∗ 0.083
(0.033) (0.023) (0.043)

Regression with N = 14,663. Marginal changes from multinomial logit, evaluated at mean val-
ues. Semi-elasticities. 10% change in the independent variable yields percentage point change.
Values presented are multiplied by 100. Standard errors in parentheses. ∗ denotes p < 0.05, ∗∗

denotes p < 0.01, and ∗∗∗ denotes p < 0.001.
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Table 8: Regression Results for Liquid Wealth and Housing

P(Spend) P(Save) P(Repay Debt) P(Spend) P(Save) P(Repay Debt)

Liquid Assets 0.069∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗ -0.122∗∗∗ 0.071∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗ -0.128∗∗∗

(0.018) (0.011) (0.027) (0.018) (0.011) (0.026)

Liquid Debt -0.056∗ -0.232∗∗∗ 0.288∗∗∗ -0.051∗ -0.222∗∗∗ 0.273∗∗∗

(0.025) (0.038) (0.037) (0.025) (0.038) (0.037)

Illiquid Wealth -0.006 0.003 0.003 -0.004 0.004 0.000
Ex. Housing (0.009) (0.005) (0.013) (0.009) (0.005) (0.013)

Net Housing 0.001 -0.003 0.002
Equity (0.016) (0.011) (0.022)

Housing Assets 0.006 -0.001 -0.005
(0.029) (0.021) (0.041)

Housing Debt -0.029 -0.059∗∗ 0.088∗

(0.031) (0.021) (0.042)

Regression with N = 14,663. Marginal changes from multinomial logit, evaluated at mean val-
ues. Semi-elasticities. 10% change in the independent variable yields percentage point change.
Values presented are multiplied by 100. Standard errors in parentheses. ∗ denotes p < 0.05, ∗∗

denotes p < 0.01, and ∗∗∗ denotes p < 0.001.

Table 9: Changes in Predicted Probabilities When Decreasing Liquid Wealth

∆ LAI = −20 ∆ LDI = 20 Ratio of ∆ LDI to ∆ LAI

∆ P(Spend) -2.09 -6.00 2.9

∆ P(Save) -1.40 -12.0 8.6

∆ P(Repay Debt) 3.49 17.9 5.1

Changes in predicted probabilities for a household moving from
(LWI, LAI, LDI) = (20, 20, 0) to LWI = 0. In the first column, the
change is accomplished by decreasing liquid assets to income to
zero, resulting in (LWI, LAI, LDI) = (0, 0, 0). In the second column,
the change is accomplished by increasing liquid debt to income to
20, resulting in (LWI, LAI, LDI) = (0, 20, 20).
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Table 10: Estimated Changes from Regressions with Mortgage Payment Ratio

P(Spend) P(Save) P(Repay Debt)

(1) PTI -0.024 -0.200∗ 0.224∗∗

(0.046) (0.081) (0.071)

(2) PTI -0.060 -0.217∗∗ 0.277∗

(0.093) (0.077) (0.111)

(3) PTI -0.003 -0.181∗ 0.184∗

(0.068) (0.079) (0.083)

(4) PTI -0.054 -0.240∗∗∗ 0.294∗∗∗

(0.060) (0.055) (0.074)

Regressions with N = 8,185. Each specification has the same con-
trols, the mortgage payment to income (PTI), and possibly addi-
tional covariates. (1) includes no additional covariates. (2) has
all the balance sheet items. (3) has housing assets and housing
debt. (4) has liquid assets and liquid debt. Marginal changes from
multinomial logit, evaluated at mean values. Semi-elasticities. 10%
change in the independent variable yields percentage point change.
Values presented are multiplied by 100. Standard errors in paren-
theses. ∗ denotes p < 0.05, ∗∗ denotes p < 0.01, and ∗∗∗ denotes
p < 0.001.
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B Figures

Figure 1: Credit Card Borrowing Standards and Stimulus Payments

Source: Survey of Senior Loan Officers.
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Figure 2: Distributions of Liquid Wealth and Liquid Wealth to Income

Note: Excludes first and 99th percentiles.
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Figure 3: Breakdown of Liquid Wealth into Liquid Asset and Debt Ratios

(a) Full Sample (b) Subsample (LAI ≤ 20, LDI ≤ 20)

Note: Panel (a) excludes 279 observations for which either the LAI or LDI are outside the first and 99th

percentiles
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Figure 4: Predicted P(Spend) for Varying Liquid Debt and Zero Liquid Wealth

Note: The dashed line is from the model with liquid wealth as a regressor. The solid line is from the model
that includes liquid assets and liquid debt as two separate regressors. Along both lines, LWI is held fixed
at zero.
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Figure 5: Predicted P(Spend) for Varying Liquid Debt and Assets

Notes: Along both lines, as LDI varies on the horizontal axis, LAI is held constant at either LAI = 0 or LAI
= 20.
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Figure 6: Predicted P(Save) for Varying Liquid Debt and Zero Liquid Wealth

Note: The dashed line is from the model with liquid wealth as a regressor. The solid line is from the model
that includes liquid assets and liquid debt as two separate regressors. Along both lines, LWI is held fixed
at zero.
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